


Physical activity in young children develops their 

concentration, motivation, learning and wellbeing. The 

development of fundamental movement skills  between 

ages 3 and 6 are essential to normal development.  By 6 

years of age, a normally developing child will be able to 

run, jump, hop, skip, climb, throw, catch, kick, strike, 

manipulate, write and draw. This ability to learn 

movement proficiency constructs the essential nerve cell 

networks which are essential to the learning process.



Can you put a bean bag on top of your head?

Turn around, oh so slowly just mind how you tread

(don’t drop it don’t drop it)

Put it on your right shoulder up high, Now move it on 
to your left one and lift to the sky 

(don’t drop it, don’t drop it)

Squeeze it with your fingers and roll it around

Put it back on your head while you sit on the ground

(don’t drop it don’t drop it)

Hold it very carefully between your two feet and lift 
it up high while you sit on your seat

(don’t drop it don’t drop it)

The ‘Bean Bag’ warm-up



The ‘Bean Bag’ warm-up (Cont) 

• Now bring it slowly down on to the floor, and   
stand up without it for here comes some more

(well done, well done!)

• Place the bean bag on one foot then stand up 
so tall

• Lift that foot off the ground now, don’t 
wobble at all  (don’t drop it, don’t drop it)

• Kick it up to your hands now and catch it 
with care, and now throw your bean bag right 
up in the air ….and let it drop wherever you like….



Dotty Shapes
Children have a spot or marker each
Stand on spot – stretch high and 
thin
Stand on your spot and curl up small 
like a ball
Stand on your spot on one leg only
Stand on your marker on the other 
leg
Sit on your marker and stretch your 
legs and arms out wide
Can you curl up tightly with your 
back, knees, back on the spot?



Seek your spot
Each child has a marker and puts 
it into a space
Children sit on their marker
Teacher chooses one or two 
children to leave their markers 
and walk or run on tip-toes in and 
out of the remaining children 
who are still sitting on their 
markers.
On a signal the children find 
their way back to their own 
marker and sit on it. Different 
ways of travelling e.g. galloping, 
bouncing,monkey walking, giant 
striding etc.



Copy Cats
Each child can choose 
two markers or pieces of 
equipment and with them 
makes a shape on the 
floor
The child then tries to 
make the same shape on 
the floor with two or 
three markers/pieces of 
equipment.
The two children try to 
copy the shape with their 
bodies.



I Touch My Head

I touch my head

I touch my feet

I curl up very 
small

I shake my feet 
and stretch up 
very tall



‘Beans’ – Simple body 
shapes

Broad Bean ….  Stand still and stretch out wide

Runner Bean … Run about the play space using tiny steps

Jumping Bean …Bouncing on 2feet about the play space

Chilli Bean … Rub hands all over your body as if you are 
cold

Baked Bean in Tomato Sauce… Curl up into a very 
small ball on the floor

Jelly Bean … ‘Floppy’ and ‘Wobbly’ on the spot and moving 
about the space

Beans on Toast …To end this game children all move to a 
small pre-arranged area and curl up small on the floor



Me and My toys
Drop a bean bag into a box that is 
on the floor, up high, sideways 
then get the bean bag out again
Pick up and drop the bean bag 
with fingers, palms,thumbs wrists
Hold the bean bag on your 
preferred hand, on the palm, back 
of hand, between two fingers, on 
the head
Hide the bean bag and retrieve it
Play the box game – spread the 
equipment out on the floor, 
children pick up and carry named 
pieces of equipment in the box

TOY BOX

http://www.dance.net/search.html?mode=searchuid&uid=49783


Special Spots
Children choose two different 
markers or pieces of soft 
equipment and make up their own 
‘special spot’ (e.g. a frog beanbag 
sitting on a lily pad spot).
On a signal from the teacher the 
children move in and out of all the 
special spots and the other 
children without bumping into 
them. When the adult calls ‘home’ 
children move back to sit with 
their ‘special spot’ in front of 
them



Fishes
Half the class remain sitting 
as the other half run on tip-
toe (swim like little fish in a 
rockpool) in and out of the 
seated children ( avoiding the 
rocks)
When the teacher says ‘the 
crabs are coming’ the 
children swim back to the 
safety of their own marker. 
Children can change their 
shape when sitting on the 
rock spread out wide and be a 
star fish



Walkies

Children take their ‘pet’ 
(animal bean bags) into a 
space and sit down
On the signal from the 
teacher ‘take your pet for a 
walk’ the children carry 
their ‘pet’ and walk, tip-toe, 
run in and out of each other 
without bumping.
When teacher says ‘Let’s 
give your pets a rest’ they 
stop and sit down in a new 
space. 

http://www.dance.net/search.html?mode=searchuid&uid=51613


Fists and Fingers

Slowly clench fists 
TIGHT AND 
STRONG then 
open fists to 
stretch fingers 
wide
Repeat then the 
same action using 
whole body
Val Sabin – Action Kids



I’m a little teapot
I’m a little teapot short 
and stout (children make 
themselves wide)
Here’s my handle, here’s 
my spout ( children put 
one hand on hip, other as 
a spout)
When I see the teacups, 
hear me shout, tip me up 
and pour me out. ( tip 
slowly to the side of the 
spout)



Taking photographs
Children walk, run, gallop, skip, hop, slide etc. in and 
out of the markers or the space and each other and 
on ‘ STOP’……..

Stretch up very tall pointing fingers to the ceiling

Curl up very small like a ball

Stretch out very wide as possible

Lie down on the floor and stretch out long

As the children hold these positions the adult ‘ takes 
a photograph’ of the still position. When the 
photograph is taken the children move  again



Little Miss Muffet

Little Miss Muffet 
sat on a tuffet 
eating her curds 
and whey
There came down a 
spider and sat 
down beside her 
and frightened 
Miss Muffet away



Buckle my shoe

One, two buckle my 
shoe

Three, four knock on 
the door

Five, six pick up 
sticks

Seven, eight shut the 
gate

Nine, ten a big fat 
hen



Circles and Squares
Children spread out circular spot markers and or straight 
or corner markers

Children move from on shape to another tracing round the 
outside edge by walking on tip-toe. As they walk around the 
edge of each shape the say what shape it is I.e. square or 
round

When the children have this understanding the game can 
progress

Children can walk or tip-toe, run, giant step, hop etc. in and 
out of the shapes and when the teacher calls a shape e.g. 
square, children go to a square shape and

a. tip-toe round it      b. stand on it

With a friend can children make…… A ‘square’ shape with 
their bodies; …..or a circle or round shape





Sticky Spots
Each child has his/her spot/marker.

Pretend the spot is ‘sticky…’

Stick one hand onto the spot and point 
the other hand up to the ceiling

Stick two hands on the spot and point 
one foot up to the ceiling

Stick two hands on the spot. How far 
can you make your feet walk away from 
the spot?



Squeeze
With markers make the shape of one 
large circle in the centre of the play 
area. Children giant stride anywhere 
in the play area.

When the adult call ‘SQUEEZE’ they 
all tip-toe back into the circle

To make this game more exciting 
make the circle smaller.



Traffic Lights
Red – STOP

Green – GO

Orange/Amber – Get ready

Children stand in space Teacher 
calls out the colours e.g ‘green’
the children walk quickly on tip-
toe in and out of each other 
without bumping
Red – children stop and stand 
still
1st- on command
2nd – teacher hold up large 
circular pieces of coloured card 
or scarves
Traffic lights to music
Traffic lights with cars



Up and Down to music
Children move about 
carrying their spot or 
marker to skipping music. 
When the music stops they 
stand still and put their 
marker on the ground. 
When the music begins 
again they pick their 
marker up and repeat. This 
could be played by sitting 
down and standing up again.



Exploring Circles
Children look at circle shapes and 
then join hands to form a circle
They play games in a circle – e.g. 
‘Ring a Ring of Roses’ or ‘Here we 
go Round the Mulberry Bush’ etc.
Children are guided to try 
patterns in a circle e.g. four 
steps to the right, four steps to 
the left etc. or three steps into 
the circle and three steps out 
etc.
Teachers can make up simple 
patterns for children to follow



Bouncing
Hopping on one leg then the other
With feet a little way apart, bounce 
up and down on the spot like a ball
Travel on both feet, sometimes high / 
low
Run about, on the signal bounce on 
the spot. Use tambourine
Travelling forwards and sideways 
bouncing on two feet
Travelling backwards
Bouncing feet astride/feet together



Spot bouncing

Each child has a spot or marker and 
they show all the different ways they 
can bounce e.g. over/on-
off/around/astride and on

Children can add one or two spots in 
any pattern they like and make up 
some little bouncing patterns

http://www.animationfactory.com/free/music/notes_variant_page_musical_notes_bubbling.html
http://www.animatedgif.net/miscellaneous/a_12happy7_e0.gif


Crossing the river
Each child has a number of spots or 
markers which they arrange in a line 
of stepping stones.

They can practise:-

Walking sideways across the stepping 
stones

Jumping

hopping



Throwing and Catching
Allow children to have access to a variety of 
different size balls, of different weights and 
textures. Also juggling scarves and balloon balls. 
These are easier to throw up in the air and take 
longer to come down so children have more time 
to prepare for catching them.

1. Throw freely a variety of balls, scarves etc.

2. Practise keeping an encased balloon in the air 
by patting it

3. Practise rolling or throwing a ball against a 
wall and catching the rebound



‘The juggler’
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‘Balancing Balls’
Shapes, Aiming and Counting wall

1
2

3



‘Balancing balls’
Shapes, aiming and counting wall

Copy the shape of no.3

How many eyes/hands/feet are 

there?

How many smiles are there?

Aim a bean-bag to hit the big 

beach ball, a big round ball, 

a long thin ball (rugby), a 

small ball

How many balls are there?

How many small balls are 



‘The juggler’

Suggestions…..

Aim for objects in correct order (1,2,3)

How many dropped balls?

Aim for the dropped balls

Aim for circles, squares, triangles, small 
balls



Clever catch balls

1+5

3+5

6-5

6-4

8-5

4+33+5

3+5

4+3

3+5
5+2

Each child 

throws the

inflatable

ball and 

catches it.

They must 

answer the

question under

their left 

thumb



Spiders web Target
Throw/roll a Spider ball

2 5
3

71

4

Helps to
develop 
accuracy
and math

skills

http://www.animationfactory.com/free/sports/bowling_variant_page_bowler_lining_up_shot.html


Dry Patterns and Shapes
Equipment – shallow trays of salt and 
sand
Children draw in the sand with their 
fingers and then shake the trays to 
clear the surface again.
Teacher prepare a number of individual 
cards with different simple patterns 
drawn on them. Children choose a card 
and are encouraged to copy the pattern 
by drawing it in the sand.
Use letters of the alphabet and 
numbers. Pencils or pieces of wood could 
be used to draw the patterns in the
sand.



What number ball is the biggest? Which is the smallest?
What number balls are the same size?

Throw and aim the bean/bags at numbers 5,3,2 etc.
Add the numbers together….   What is your score?



Making letters in the air
with our scarves



Play Area Markings 
a  pond with stepping stones

and lily pads



Play Area Markings
Children’s imagination may be stimulated 
at playtime by different shapes being 
painted on the floor of the play space.



Play Area Markings
Any simple animal shapes painted on the 

outdoor play area will be encourage 
imaginative play



Play Area Markings

Footsteps or stepping 

stones of different

sizes and shapes,

at different distances



Calming –down activity

I touch my head – touch head

I touch my feet – touch feet

I curl up small    - curl up small

And go to sleep  - pretend to go to sleep



Calming down activity

Make  a ‘gateway’ using spots, markers 
or equipment and a short distance away 
make another circle or markers.

Children walk slowly anywhere about 
the play space and when the adult 
touches or calls the name of the child 
s/he tip-toes quietly through the 
gateway and sits in the circle in silence



Calming-down activity
Ask the children to 

sit on their chairs and 
pretend they are 

puppets with strings attached
to their hands,feet,

head, back and bottom.
Teacher calls out the  
different parts of the

body and the children will 
pretend the strings

are pulling those body parts
slowly into the air.



Calming down activity

Melting Snowman

Tell the children they are 
snowman.

Ask them to slowly thaw in the 
sunshine and end up as a pool of 
water on the floor.



Physical Development 
Corner



Bob the builder



Role Play
Incy Wincy spider- action song

Stories – e.g. Jack and the beanstalk

A gymnastic story – string of beads

Poems and rhymes 

jump shape balance



Me and My toys
Drop a bean bag into a box that is 
on the floor, up high, sideways 
then get the bean bag out again
Pick up and drop the bean bag 
with fingers, palms,thumbs wrists
Hold the bean bag on your 
preferred hand, on the palm, back 
of hand, between two fingers, on 
the head
Hide the bean bag and retrieve it
Play the box game – spread the 
equipment out on the floor, 
children pick up and carry named 
pieces of equipment in the box

TOY BOX

http://www.dance.net/search.html?mode=searchuid&uid=49783


Little Miss Muffet

Little Miss Muffet 
sat on a tuffet 
eating her curds 
and whey
There came down a 
spider and sat 
down beside her 
and frightened 
Miss Muffet away



Buckle my shoe

One, two buckle my 
shoe

Three, four knock on 
the door

Five, six pick up 
sticks

Seven, eight shut the 
gate

Nine, ten a big fat 
hen



Five currant buns
Five currant buns in 
a bakers shop
Big and round with a 
cherry on top
Along came a child 
with a penny one day
Bought a currant bun 
and took it right 
away
Repeat with 
4,3,2,and 1 currant 
bun



Shadows
‘Copy’ or ‘Shadow’ 

what teachers does

Stretch into different 
positions

Up / down

One side/ the other  
side

Stretched wide shape



Seek your spot
Each child has a marker and puts 
it into a space
Children sit on their marker
Teacher chooses one or two 
children to leave their markers 
and walk or run on tip-toes in and 
out of the remaining children 
who are still sitting on their 
markers.
On a signal the children find 
their way back to their own 
marker and sit on it. Different 
ways of travelling e.g. galloping, 
bouncing,monkey walking, giant 
striding etc



Fishes
Half the class remain sitting 
as the other half run on tip-
toe (swim like little fish in a 
rockpool) in and out of the 
seated children ( avoiding the 
rocks)
When the teacher says ‘the 
crabs are coming’ the 
children swim back to the 
safety of their own marker. 
Children can change their 
shape when sitting on the 
rock spread out wide and be a 
star fish



Walkies

Children take their ‘pet’ 
(animal bean bags) into a 
space and sit down
On the signal from the 
teacher ‘take your pet for a 
walk’ the children carry 
their ‘pet’ and walk, tip-toe, 
run in and out of each other 
without bumping.
When teacher says ‘Let’s 
give your pets a rest’ they 
stop and sit down in a new 
space. 

http://www.dance.net/search.html?mode=searchuid&uid=51613


Special Spots
Children choose two different 
markers or pieces of soft 
equipment and make up their own 
‘special spot’ (e.g. a frog beanbag 
sitting on a lily pad spot).
On a signal from the teacher the 
children move in and out of all the 
special spots and the other 
children without bumping into 
them. When the adult calls ‘home’ 
children move back to sit with 
their ‘special spot’ in front of 
them

Val Sabin – Action Kids



Up and Down to music
Children move about 
carrying their spot or 
marker to skipping music. 
When the music stops they 
stand still and put their 
marker on the ground. When 
the music begins again they 
pick their marker up and 
repeat. This could be played 
by sitting down and standing 
up again.)



Traffic Lights
Red – STOP

Green – GO

Orange/Amber – Get ready

Children stand in space
Teacher calls out the colours e.g 
‘green’ the children walk quickly 
on tip-toe in and out of each 
other without bumping
Red – children stop and stand still
1st- on command
2nd – teacher hold up large 
circular pieces of coloured card 
or scarves
Traffic lights to music
Traffic lights with cars



Exploring Circles
Children look at circle shapes and 
then join hands to form a circle
They play games in a circle – e.g. 
‘Ring a Ring of Roses’ or ‘Here we 
go Round the Mulberry Bush’ etc.
Children are guided to try 
patterns in a circle e.g. four 
steps to the right, four steps to 
the left etc. or three steps into 
the circle and three steps out 
etc.
Teachers can make up simple 
patterns for children to follow



Dotty Shapes
Children have a spot or marker each
Stand on spot – stretch high and 
thin
Stand on your spot and curl up small 
like a ball
Stand on your spot on one leg only
Stand on your marker on the other 
leg
Sit on your marker and stretch your 
legs and arms out wide
Can you curl up tightly with your 
back,knees,back on the spot?

Val Sabin – Action Kids



Dry Patterns and Shapes
Equipment – shallow trays of salt and 
sand
Children draw in the sand with their 
fingers and then shake the trays to 
clear the surface again.
Teacher prepare a number of individual 
cards with different simple patterns 
drawn on them. Children choose a card 
and are encouraged to copy the pattern 
by drawing it in the sand.
Use letters of the alphabet and 
numbers. Pencils or pieces of wood could 
be used to draw the patterns in the
sand.



Rolling – Sausages and Eggs

Stretch tall and thin, hands pointing to the 
ceiling. Make the same shape on the floor lying 
on your back. Slowly turn onto your front, 
keeping your body tall and thin like a sausage 
shape. Keep rolling sideways slowly.

Curl up small like a ball with knees and fronts 
to the floor. Hold this strong position. Tip 
over sideways slowly onto your backs, keeping 
the curled shape, like an egg shape.

Join together different ways of rolling with 
different ways of travelling



‘Beans’ – Simple body 
shapes

Broad Bean ….  Stand still and stretch out wide

Runner Bean … Run about the play space using tiny steps

Jumping Bean …Bouncing on 2feet about the play space

Chilli Bean … Rub hands all over your body as if you are 
cold

Baked Bean in Tomato Sauce… Curl up into a very 
small ball on the floor

Jelly Bean … ‘Floppy’ and ‘Wobbly’ on the spot and moving 
about the space

Beans on Toast …To end this game children all move to a 
small pre-arranged area and curl up small on the floor


